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This picture was taken on Sunday 2018 May 27th by a small drone hovering a

few hundred feet above the forested area a short distance east of the cemetery.

It was a clear, sunny day, causing the harbour to appear rather more blue than usual.

The evergreen trees appear very dark green, while the grass and the deciduous trees,

mostly alders, are still brown as they have not yet begun their new growth for spring.

Cedar Cove, the houses at Little Port, and the road leading to the Water Supply Dam 

 are visible in the distance at the top of the picture.

 

file:///|//blowmedowner@gmail.com
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Spring came very late in Newfoundland this year

COMMUNITY CALENDAR

 The BMD is published on or before the first Friday of each month.

2018                                      JULY                                     2018

  1st Sun Canada Day

LH, 11:00am  Morning Prayer

  8th Sun LH, 11:00am  Morning Prayer

15th Sun Cemetery Flower Service 2:00pm, weather permitting

22nd Sun Church services to be announced

27th Fri M   Full Moon

29th Sun Church services to be announced

2018                                   AUGUST                                  2018

  5th Sun Future church services will be announced as the
information becomes available.

12th Sun To be announced

19th Sun To be announced

26th Sun M   Full Moon

2018                               SEPTEMBER                               2018

  2nd Sun To be announced

  3rd Mon Labour Day

  9th, 16th, 23rd Sun

24th Mon M   Full Moon

30th Sun

2018                           ADVANCE DATES                         2 018

Oct     8th Mon Thanksgiving Day

   24th Wed M   Full Moon

Nov    4th Sat Daylight Saving ends - clocks back one hour

   23rd Fri M   Full Moon

Dec  22nd Sat M   Full Moon

   25th Tues Christmas Day

PLEASE NOTE that details and times of church services other than
those listed above are not available at this time.

BUSINESS & ORGANISATION DIRECTORY

! Byrne’s Store, Main Street. York Harbour 

groceries, hardware, gas & diesel, souvenirs 681-2040

wandastrickland@outlook.com

! Captain Cook B&B & Cottages, York Harbour 

Email:  info@captaincookbb.ca 681-2906; 1-877-681-2906

! Captain Cook’s Galley, 135 Little Port Rd, Lark Harbour

Restaurant - Seasonal - Call for information                681-2777

! Creative Photography by Linda, 131 Main St, Lark Hr

Email: creativephotographybylinda9@gmail.com

131 Main St, Lark Harbour                       709 681-2255

! Curling ONE Stop Service Station, Corner Brook 

366 Curling Street, automotive repairs, servicing        785-2619

! Drop In Lounge, 23 Main Street, Lark Harbour 

entertainment, food, licenced                 681-2103

! Eddie Joyce, MHA, Bay of Islands, Corner Brook 

Minister, House of Assembly, St John’s. NL 634-7883

! Gudie Hutchings, MP, Long Range Mountains, NL

Member of Parliament, Canada. 709 637-4540

gudie.hutchings@parl.gc.ca

! Marlaine’s Tidewatcher Café, 59 Main Street, Lark Hr

Enjoy a meal beside the Harbour  681-2140

! Sheppard’s Clover Farm Store, Lark Harbour  

groceries, hardware, gas, marine supplies       681-2160

! The Roost, Gift Shop and Gallery, York Harbour

sea glass, paintings, handmade glass beads        681-2341

 QUESTION: If the USA is “the greatest country on earth” as
Americans so often claim, why is it in such a mess now, after almost
18 months of “The Great Negotiator” in charge?

ANSWER:  It is because “The Great Negotiator” would even be
incapable of negotiating his way out of a wet paper bag.

Americans:   Pull your country back together again before all
                         of its past respect has been squandered away.

mailto:wandastrickland@outlook.com
http://www.captaincookbb.ca/
mailto:info@captaincookbb.ca
file:///|//https///www.google.ca/maps/uv?hl=en&pb=!1s0x4b7b90c23b788583%3A0x99d667416d26e6e6!2m22!2m2!1i80!2i80!3m1!2i20!16m16!1b1!2m2!1m1!1e1!2m2!1m1!1e3!2m2!1m1!1e5!2m2!1m1!1e4!2m2!1m1!1e6!3m1!7e115!4s%2Fmaps%2Fplace%2FCaptain%2BCook%27s%2BGalley%2C%2BRestaurant%2C%2B
http://www.creativephotography-bylinda.com/
mailto:creativephotographybylinda@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/DropInLounge/
http://www.assembly.nl.ca/members/cms/EddieJoyce.htm
http://ghutchings.liberal.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/tidewatchercafe/
http://bobsnewfoundland.com/the-roost.html
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CANADA AT THE G7 MEETING

It began under a cloud.  It was clear that the G7 members would have
a fight on their hands to conclude satisfactorily.  Trump and his people
at the meeting had it fixed firmly in their heads that America was
being taken advantage of, a state-of-affairs they were determined to
rectify, regardless of the facts, from their own viewpoint, and like the
schoolyard bully they had no intention of backing down.  The
Americans would push for Canada, Britain, France, Germany, Italy,
and Japan to accept whatever deals they would offer.

There is no clear truth to the American charge, as so much
depends on how costs are calculated, the currency exchange rates in
effect at the time, the demand for any specific commodity and other
factors.  Many of them can also vary quite widely at times.  Therefore
it is not an easy task to satisfy all parties.

No doubt if the six small countries listed above were to offer to
increase their purchases from America by perhaps 10% percent, or
some other agreed arbitrary amount, the Americans would have gone
home satisfied, believing they had won. And that is the way most such
negotiations conclude.  It is unfair if the big one, with more resources,
can apply the squeeze, and win.

However the thorny issue of tariffs was discussed, and our PM
Justin Trudeau made it very clear, no doubt greatly pleasing the
others, that Canada at least would not back down from applying tariffs
of our own if the American ones are still in effect on July 1st.  “We will
not be pushed around,” said Justin, evoking from Peter Navarro the
unstatesmanlike remark “There is a special place in hell for Trudeau.” 
Navarro apologised later, but Bully Boy Trump himself made up for
it by threatening that he will punish the people of Canada, saying that 
Trudeau’s statement “will cost Canadians a lot of money”.  Probably
a typical response from a man who respects no man or woman and
responds with vindictive expostulation any time he is opposed.

Thank you, Justin, for standing up for Canada.  Meanwhile our
mirroring tariffs will be appropriately applied against Trump’s unfair
and unreasonable ones on July 1st, Canada Day.  The Mouse has the
unquestionable right uys whatever measures are at its disposal to
protect itself against the elephant — SLH

Obituary

TERRY ALEXANDER TRAVERS

1948 February 04 - 2018 June 03

The family of the late Terry
Alexander Travers announced his
passing at the Western Memorial
Regional Hospital, Corner Brook,
after a lengthy illness, on June 3,
2018, at the age of 70 years.

Terry left to mourn his wife Ruth
(née Humber); daughters: Shawna
and husband, Aden Park; Nicole
and husband, Toby Roach;
Grandchildren: Keegan, Hunter,
Victoria and Emily; Sisters: Linda and husband, Jim Harrison; and
Maxine Power; Uncle: Lawrence Sheppard and wife Jean; Aunt Lucy
Sheppard; Brother in Law Myles Humber and wife, Dianne;  Sister in
Law Phyllis Mollon and husband, Gary;  also a circle of much loved
nieces, nephews, cousins and many friends.

Terry was pre-deceased by his parents: John and Victoria Travers;
Parents in Law: Harold Humber, Mary Robinson, Llewellyn
Robinson;   Brother in Law: David Power. 

Terry served with the Coast Guard Auxiliary for 30 years.   

Visitation for family and friends was held from St James Anglican
Church, Lark Harbour on Monday 2018 June 4 and Tuesday June 5. 

A funeral service was held on Wednesday, 2018 June 6 at 2pm with
Reverend David Taylor officiating.  Interment followed at the
St James Anglican Church Cemetery in Lark Harbour.

As expressions of sympathy flowers were accepted or memorial
donations were made to St James Anglican Church Fund. 

The family guestbook for condolences could be signed by visiting
www.country-haven.ca.

We offer our most sincere condolences 
to Terry’s family and friends on this very sad occasion.

SPECIAL NOTE - I do not apologise for the amount of coverage I
am devoting to political matters in America because they have so
great an influence on Canada.  I do not wish to see Canada following
the path of the USA since Trump’s Presidency began.  We must be
ready to defend Canada against such unwanted change which could
overtake our country with alarming speed due to the pervasive US 
media.  Many Americans are also concerned about their country,
feeling themselves hard pressed by fake news.  Our long, shared
border makes us even more vulnerable.  The doctrine of Manifest
Destiny may still be a threat to Canada.  Trump has gathered a team
of ruthless advisers whose main concern is the accumulation of
wealth, evidenced in the tariffs issue and Trump’s refusal to divulge
his tax documents.  So much of Trump’s behaviour is directed
towards his own personal glorification rather than to good governance
at home.  This could mean grave consequences for a relatively small,
peace-loving nation like Canada. — SLH 

<current%20document>https://www.history.com/topics/manifest-destiny
<current%20document>https://www.history.com/topics/manifest-destiny
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This may be the most famous photograph ever to be taken in
Newfoundland.  Photographer unknown.  Click anywhere on the
picture for further interesting details.  The house depicted was
rescued and towed back to land after the 1929 tsunami which
struck in several waves had ended.  But although in the picture it
looks as if the schooner had the house in tow, that is not the case. 
Note there are no sails set on the schooner: it was simply tied up
there for the winter and the house had been tied to it later.   It is
said that the house had floated because the family’s winter supply
of logs had already been stored underneath, giving it extra
buoyancy.   It is also reported that a baby was found still asleep in
one of the bedrooms!

Can you believe it?  NEWFOUNDLAND  WAS  ONCE  LIKE  HAWAII

Hawaii and Newfoundland appear to have very little in common,
you think, and on the surface that is true.  Both are islands, and that
pretty much sums it up.  But under the surface lies something else
the two islands have in common.  The recent news coverage of the
eruption of Mount Kailauea, Hawaii’s currently very active
volcano, there is one fact that soon stands out.

If you walk out to the end of the Eastern Point trail at Bottle Cove,
and examine the rocks there, you will see some that have a roundish
shape to them, like toothpaste squeezed out of a tube.  Some of
them are very weathered now after many millions of years, but that
tube-like form has survived.

You may have seen news coverage from Hawaii of fountains of red
hot molten magma shooting up and then flowing like a waterfall
over the rocks below; the red heat soon dissipates, the magma
solidifies, but the rounded shape remains.  These are known as
“pillow lavas” due to the shape.  Lava varies in composition from
volcano to volcano, creating different conditions, but Mount
Kilauea and Bottle Cove have both produced similar conditions. 
At Bottle Cove there are some remarkable examples of pillow lavas
that have survived eons of the ravages of climate and ocean, and
there is little chance of a volcano opening up now.  But conditions
once existed here like those now at Kilauea.

The Hawaiian Islands are located at the meeting point of tectonic
plates, the huge blocks of land that float on the molten rock some
kilometres down and form the foundations of our modern land
masses.  When two of these blocks collided, a very slow process
happening over millions of years at about 7cm or 3 inches a year,
the edges crumbled, fissures opened up and magma escaped to the
surface, forming a volcano.  It is happening in Hawaii now; it
happened half a billion years ago right here in Newfoundland,
forming the volcanic rocks and landscape of Bottle Cove.  When
the continental plate of Eurasia collided with North America, the
west coast of Newfoundland was one of the most affected regions. 
 It is those volcanic events and also very major disruptions of land
surfaces and raising of large blocks of the earth’s mantle from
several kilometres down that were thrust up to the surface and
formed the Tablelands and part of the Blowmedown Range.

Before you decide to order a grass skirt and form a hula dance
group, be assured that there is very little risk of Newfoundland
heating up seismically to resemble Hawaii.  But it would be foolish
to say there is no risk as so often our predictions are wrong. The
famous Burin Peninsula tidal wave of 1929 resulted from an
earthquake on the seabed about 300km east on the Grand Banks
that killed 29 people and should always remain as a caution.  It is
very significant that there are no pictures of that event until it was
all finished and the cleanup began.  Suffice it to say that there is
cause for concern along the west coast of North America where
there are dozens of volcanoes including Mount St Helens which
erupted dramatically in 1980.  Newfoundland would experience
some effects from those, such as weather modifications if it was a
very large explosion like Krakatoa in 1883 which flattened the cone
to sea level and caused tsunamis thousands of miles away,
including even a slight tidal rise as far away as the English Channel. 
  

You can see the forming of pillow lava in these videos and others
on the same page, or simply type “pillow lavas” to search some
other fantastic video footages. 

Come Experience Red Hot Lava         Hawaii Volcanic Eruption

The Government of Canada is opening a special Seismic Research
Centre in Halifax during the next two years.  Its purpose will be to
conduct research into seismic activity off the coasts of Canada
where, says Mladen Nedimovic, seismology professor at Dalhousie
University, 90 percent of earthquakes affecting Canada occur.  

That was the case with the 1929 tsunami.  Had there been early
warning then, the death toll may have been less severe, although at
that time communication to those outports was only by mail, unless
a radio-equipped ship happened to be in port there at the time. 
News of the disaster took several days to reach St John’s.

Links to further information:

1929 Grand Banks earthquake
Images for 1929 Newfoundland Tsunami

The 1929 Burin Tsunami
The South Shore Disaster

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawaii
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newfoundland_and_Labrador
https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/nl/grosmorne/activ/experiences/tablelands
http://www.heritage.nf.ca/articles/politics/tsunami-1929.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1980_eruption_of_Mount_St._Helens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1980_eruption_of_Mount_St._Helens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1980_eruption_of_Mount_St._Helens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsJn8izcKtg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNbC0CSLH5o
http://www.heritage.nf.ca/articles/politics/tsunami-1929.php
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/offshore-earthquake-research-centre-halifax-1.4709922
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/offshore-earthquake-research-centre-halifax-1.4709922
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1929_Grand_Banks_earthquake
https://www.google.com/search?q=1929+tsunaMI+NEWFOUNDLAND+CONTEMPORARY+ACCOUNTS&client=firefox-b-ab&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjF79iLtd3bAhXGrVkKHZyrBUQQsAQIeA&biw=1280&bih=566
https://www.heritage.nf.ca/articles/politics/tsunami-1929.php
http://www.cbc.ca/news/background/asia_earthquake/nfld.html
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TRUMP IMPOSES HIS TARIFFS
& CANADA RESPONDS

At midnight on 2018 May 31, Bully Boy Trump’s threatened tariffs
came into effect against the dumping (as Trump styles it) by
Canada, of $16.6 billion dollars annual worth of aluminium and
steel on the American market, and Canada is their largest supplier
of aluminium.  A number of other countries, also allies of America,
are charged with similar action against dumping of their products.

In return, Canada has announced a list of US imports to Canada,
including a wide variety up to the same value that we import from
America.  Tariffs will be imposed, but not until July 1, giving
Trump the chance to change his mind, but that may be only wishful
thinking.  Said Chrystia Freeland, our Foreign Affairs Minister, 

“This is the strongest trade action Canada has taken in the
post-war era. This is a very strong response, it is a
proportionate response, it is perfectly reciprocal. This is a
very strong Canadian action in response to a very bad U.S.
decision.”

However, in a surprising instance of the irony (no pun intended) of
poetic justice, one of the largest users of aluminium is the Coors
Brewing Company, which uses huge quantities of the metal for its
beer cans, and the company has announced that the cost of a can of
beer will therefore increase very soon as the tariff on that metal
works its way through to the Coors canning plant.  Coors is a very
popular brand of beer — they used to advertise that it was “brewed
with pure Rocly Mountain spring water”.  Any price increase will
be felt by Trump’s voting base, the working class of America, who
are the heaviest beer drinkers.  The response may be worth
watching for!  And other imports may also cause some backlash
once the higher prices begin to be felt.

But here is where an amusing irony comes in : steel is made from
iron, of course, so if Coors and other brewers revert to old-
fashioned steel cans, the price will still increase!

If this move by Trump has the result of reducing the quantity of
imported cheap goods from USA (e.g. playing cards, felt tip pens,
other cheap items we could easily buy from other countries) that
Canada currently imports from America, the Chinese retailer
Miniso has plans to enter our market, opening 500 stores over the
next three years.  It has already opened one in Vancouver, BC, with
more to follow elsewhere.  With the lower wages paid to Chinese
factory workers, Miniso’s products should compete strongly with
Walmart, perhaps undercutting the prices of American goods here
in Canada, particularly as our own tariffs bite.  But Dollarama, a
Canadian business that sells imported goods, many of them Chinese
made, may find life a little harder.

Of course, there is no guarantee that this will happen, but if it does,
Mr Trump may find his ill-conceived tariffs really exploding in his
face, especially if Miniso opens stores elsewhere too.  Miniso is
unlikely to be welcome in America, though. — SLH 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/canada-beefs-anti-dumping-m
easures-080004769.html

CAN A NATION SURVIVE WHEN ITS
LEADER  LACKS  MORAL  JUDGEMENT?

As noted on previous occasions, the United States of America has
lost its way.  And the misLeader-in-Chief is Donald J Trump.  He
provides no moral leadership—rather the opposite.  Here are some
of his moral problems :— 

! He turns his back on the poor in his country and elsewhere.

! He can scarcely open his mouth in public without uttering a lie.

! He has introduced tariffs on imports from America’s closest
allies while ignoring their effect on those nations and in some
instances favouring countries like China that are not long-
standing allies.

! He has neglected national security by questionable association
with countries known to have interfered in American elections.

! He has withdrawn USA from the TPP (Trans Pacific
Partnership), and threatened the existence of NAFTA (North
American Free Trade Agreement) and other international
treaties while criticising United Nations and NATO (North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation).

! He recognised Jerusalem as the capital of Israel by moving the
USA Embassy there, a decision which has angered several
Middle Eastern countries while showing clear favouritism
towards Israel.

! Using the constitutional right of the President, he has pardoned
criminals who support him (Scooter Libby, Sheriff Joe Arpaio,
et al), while ignoring many who have been falsely or unfairly
treated by the justice system.

! Unlike previous Presidents, he has consistently refused to open
his personal tax records to public scrutiny, while not placing his
assets in a trust beyond his control. 

! He lacks respect for women, non-white persons and other
minorities.

! He has insulted minorities and immigrant groups in America,
calling all Mexicans rapists and immigrants thieves of job
Americans should have.

! He has nominated to Cabinet some unsuitable persons who were
rejected, and others whose acceptance was marginal.

! He has dismissed from public office (FBI, for example) a
number of individuals he disliked or who had opposed him.

! Many of his decisions have been based on what is best for his
own personal success, and not on what is best for the country.
(e.g. cultivation of Russian contacts and other nationals who
have not helped American policies in the past.)

Meanwhile the Republican Party, which originally withheld support
from Trump’s nomination, has gradually capitulated and is now
openly supportive. Mike Pence led the way by becoming VP,
perhaps ssing it as a route to the presidency for himself.  Senate
Republican Leader Mitch McConnell and others then followed
Pence’s lead, some in fear of losing their seats in the November
election.   That specific issue seems to have become a central issue
especially among Republicans facing fall elections. — SLH

https://www.retail-insider.com/retail-insider/2017/5/miniso
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walmart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dollarama
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/canada-beefs-anti-dumping-measures-080004769.html
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/canada-beefs-anti-dumping-measures-080004769.html
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/canada-beefs-anti-dumping-measures-080004769.html
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SOME  SNAPSHOTS  OF  TRUMP’S  POLICIES

Click on the links below for additional information

SEPARATION OF CHILDREN AT BORDER
 FROM ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT PARENTS

Americans have always upheld family values as an extremely
important element that creates and builds the strengths modern
society needs.  Yet the Attorney General of the United States of
America warned illegal immigrants, “If you are smuggling a child,
then we will prosecute you and that child may be separated from
you, as required by law.”  If such words are not those of the Bully-
in-Chief and his henchman, then what words are?  Using the
children to get at the parents? Only a dictator uses such tactics.  But
Trump has been doing this for a while now, with parents
apprehended at the Mexican border, and the children, some tiny
infants, sent as far away as New York State to be held in
immigration detention centres.  One such place, converted from an
old Walmart store, houses about 500 children.  About 2,000 have
been separated from their parents in the last six weeks.

One particularly distressing incidence of these separations of
parents from children at the border saw a mother separated from
her baby while she was breastfeeding.  There are other equally
distressing occurrences of this nature, including some 500 other
separations where children were sent to detention centres hundreds
of miles from their parents.

When asked about this policy, the White House Press Secretary
Sarah Huckabee Sanders consistently blames the Democrats, the
minority party in Congress, for its continued existence and use. 
Legal authorities have stated that there is no reason why the
Republicans or the President himself cannot over-ride it if they so
desire, but apparently it is convenient to continue it as a means to
avoid responsibility and place blame for it on the Democrats. 
Presumably it suits the President to have this escape route for a
policy that he can pursue at will for his own ulterior purposes.

US officials took baby daughter from mother while she breastfed
in immigration detention centre, says attorney

TRUMP’S  PRIVATE  CHARITY ORGANISATION
IS BEING  QUESTIONED

Questions of law have been raised about payments and distributions
made by the Trump family from their Charity for purposes for
which it was not intended. Payments for election expenses and
other purposes were said to have been made illegally from the
Fund.  Trump himself is said to have diverted $258,000 from the
Fund to settle legal problems.  The President’s son Eric is also said
to have diverted $145,000 from the Fund during the 2016 Election.

This illegal use of funds from the Charity may date back over
a number of years, perhaps as long as fifteen years ago.

The state of New York is presently investigating this probably
illegal use of the Charity which has received donations from the
general public.

Donald Trump's False Bragging About His Charitable Giving

New York files suit against President Trump, alleging his charity
engaged in ‘illegal conduct’

ECONOMIC POLICIES & TARIFFS

As of Friday 2018 June 15th, Trump intends to enforce and increase
tariffs against China.  New tariffs of $50 billion on Chinese goods
entering USA, specifically certain electronic goods on a list of
about 1,300 products such as flat screen televisions.  This
announcement met with considerable opposition from companies
who will be affected and are desperately trying to dissuade Trump
to change his mind.

This man is not only arrogant, but unreliable and egotistically
convinced that he is always right.  If he was not such a despicable
individual, it would be laughable.  He has surrounded himself with
a cohort of ‘yes men’ who have had only limited experience in
international trade.  Most economists with much greater knowledge
have warned that such tariffs have negative results and are likely to
plunge the world into a recession if they stay in place for long.  The
fact is that America controls so much wealth that even small
changes can have far-reaching effects.  A trade recession is easy to
cause but very difficult to remedy.  Once its effects have begun to
take hold, it could be years before recovery occurs.  The 1930s
depression lasted most of 10 years until increased US defence
spending in 1940 took effect.  See Canada in 1930s.

Some symptoms of economic depression are: (1) stock market
crash; (2) bank failures; (3) increasing unemployment,
bankruptcies, suicides, crime rates, and other social problems.

MANY A TRUE WORD IS SPOKEN IN JEST

“He [Kim Jong Un] speaks and his people sit up in attention. 
I want my people to do the same.”  These words were part of
Trump’s impromptu press conference with reporters from Fox
News.  Poor naïve Donald!  Can he really believe that this attention
that he wants to receive from his people means that his people love
him?  Surely he can’t believe that?  Kim is a third generation
dictator, and when his people sit up in attention, it is because they
understand perhaps too well the consequences if they don’t.

When challenged later about his words, Trump replied that he
was joking!  Well, well, well.

Trump says Kim Jong-un 'speaks and his people sit up in attention.
I want my people to do the same'

A-G Jeff Sessions apparently finds
the Trump family-splitting policy a good joke

While watching the news out of USA recently, I was very disturbed
to see the American Attorney-General Jeff Sessions grinning
gleefully as if it was all a joke while he quoted Romans 13 and
answered questions about the Trump border policy of separating
parents from their children.  I would judge it as the height of
hypocrisy from a man I had so far managed to find a little less
distasteful than Trump.  Now, though, I can only equate the two. 
Those children may be so traumatised by the separation from their
parents that they could take years to recover, if ever.

  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2018/06/14/undocumented-mother-baby-taken-while-breastfeeding-lavandera-newday.cnn/video/playlists/u-s-immigration/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-immigration-center-mother-child-breastfeeding-mexico-border-patrol-ice-a8398186.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-immigration-center-mother-child-breastfeeding-mexico-border-patrol-ice-a8398186.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/12/donald-trumps-mendacious-bragging-about-his-charitable-giving/511703/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/new-york-files-suit-against-president-trump-alleging-his-charity-engaged-in-illegal-conduct/2018/06/14/c3cbf71e-6fc9-11e8-bd50-b80389a4e569_story.html?utm_term=.0577a4667c2a
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/new-york-files-suit-against-president-trump-alleging-his-charity-engaged-in-illegal-conduct/2018/06/14/c3cbf71e-6fc9-11e8-bd50-b80389a4e569_story.html?utm_term=.0577a4667c2a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Depression_in_the_United_States#Canada_and_the_Caribbean
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/trump-kim-jong-un-us-north-korea-people-fox-news-a8400571.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/trump-kim-jong-un-us-north-korea-people-fox-news-a8400571.html
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 AMERICA FIRST
 is becoming

AMERICA ALONE

The Canadian Oxford English Dictionary defines a bully as
“a person who uses strength or power to coerce others by fear”.

Many of us can recall from our younger days the schoolyard bully. 
He was usually a tough-looking kid, usually bigger than average for
his years, knowing well that he was unlikely to be challenged.  He
might rob you of your lunch, or get you in trouble with the teacher. 
Often the only way to control him was for the targets of his bullying
to get together for mutual protection.  It would not be surprising if
it turned out that Trump was a bully during his school days.

Trump has introduced tariffs of 25% on aluminium and 15% on
steel imported from Canada and Mexico, along with similar tariffs
on a variety of products imported from America’s other close allies
around the world.  The stated purpose of the tariffs is that America
is being treated unfairly by Canada and Mexico. In a recent
interview with journalists he remarked: “They [Canada & Mexico]
have been taking advantage of the United States for a long time. 
I am not happy with their requests.  But I will tell you, in the end,
we win. We will win, and we’ll win big , . . they have been very
difficult to deal with.  They’re very spoiled.  Because nobody’s
done this.  But I will tell you that what they ask for is not fair. Our
autoworkers are going to be extremely happy,” he said in the
contemptuous tone he tends to reserve for his ‘allies’.

A further weakening aspect of the tariffs is that America’s action
will affect its allies more than itself because of the sheer size of the
American economy.  However tariffs may negatively affect
individual Americans to a greater extent than companies which can
pass on the increased costs.  It is a prime example of bully boy
tactics again.

Prime Minister Trudeau and Foreign Minister Chrystia Freeland
responded very clearly and responsibly to the tariffs.  Freeland’s
interview with Dana Bash on CNN (Sunday 2018 June 03) was a
very reasonable response to a less than reasonable action by a 
myopic President who frequently acts with minimal consideration
for his allies or even Americans at large, and with excessive
concern for his personal support from his narrow electoral base.

As pointed out in my June BMD article, Trump’s Economic
Arguments, (Click HERE for PDF file) Trump’s statements are
very questionable.  In comparisons made and cited there, my article
demonstrates clearly that the USA has available to it far greater
resources to spend without causing excessive hardship to its own
citizens.  Also, if Trump wishes more military or other support
from America’s allies then he should accord them greater input to
decisions such as his negotiations with North Korea or even his
moving the US Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.  These are
international matters affecting the entire world, not exclusively
those parties and nations immediately involved.

Trump’s “America First” policies must recognise two essential
facts : (1) America is already “first” in world economies; and (2) in
the long run Americans will be hurting themselves by imposing
these tariffs.  But the two facts are inextricably bound together.

If, as the Allies maintain, the American tariffs will call forth
retaliatory tariffs from them to level the playing field, the costs of
steel and aluminium to American industry will increase, either
those industries will find their profits in decline, the industries will
be forced to cut costs in other areas.  That may mean either layoffs
and increased unemployment among those workers, or a decrease
in wages.  In either case, the affected workers are then likely to re-
evaluate their devotion to Trump’s leadership.

If on the other hand the Allies do not impose their own tariffs, that
will force greater competition on the American manufacturers in
the future as other industrialised nations ramp up their production
and take advantage of their ability to compete in markets to make
up their own shortfall.  This will seriously damage American profits
as worldwide product prices are reduced and competition increases
against the American companies who will lose their market edge. 
The 3.8% unemployment figures currently enjoyed in America will
begin to climb as Japanese, South Korean, German, British and
even Canadian steel and aluminium products begin to replace the
American near monopoly in construction equipment and perhaps
even simple items like beer cans and other common household
products.  

Government interference in traditional markets is rarely very
successful, and may be even less so, given Trump’s  unpopularity
on the international scene.

ON A LIGHTER BUT VERY POINTED NOTE

Rudy Giuliani, Trump’s personal lawyer, said Trump could have
shot James Comey in the Oval Office and not be arrested for it.
It sounds a bit like Shakespeare’s Polonius who was killed by
Hamlet who stabbed him in the ARRAS!

—William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 4, Line 22

In Shakespeare’s play, poor old Polonius was hiding behind the
arras when Hamlet heard him and stabbed him there.  Hamlet was
not arrested for it, either.  

An ARRAS is not what it sounds like, nor what you might think. 
It is a large fine quality woollen tapestry or wall hanging, named
after the City of Arras in northern France where tapestries were
made.   It was a big embroidered tapestry, the size of a carpet, made
to be hung on the wall in draughty cold medieval castles to keep the
room warmer in the days before central heating.  The modern City
of Arras is 11km from the Canadian National Vimy War Memorial.

The Bayeux Tapestry is the most famous tapestry in the world,
measuring 70 metres (230 ft) long and 50 centimetres (20 inches)
tall, depicting scenes of the Norman Conquest of 1066.

 

“A SPECIAL PLACE IN HELL FOR JUSTIN TRUDEAU”

Click on the link above for the details of who said this and why,
after President Trump left the G7 meeting on Saturday.

Wisely, Canada’s Prime Minister did not degrade himself or his
office by responding to this unjustified, undiplomatic and totally
inappropriate public comment that has been broadcast around the
world.  Thank you, Justin, for your restraint.

https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2018/05/23/trump-says-canada-is-very-spoiled-and-very-difficult-on-trade.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2018/05/23/trump-says-canada-is-very-spoiled-and-very-difficult-on-trade.html
https://www.google.com/search?q=Chrystia+Freeland%27s+response+on+CNN+to+Trump%27s+tariffs.&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-ab
https://www.google.com/search?q=Chrystia+Freeland%27s+response+on+CNN+to+Trump%27s+tariffs.&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-ab
http://blowmedowner.webs.com/BMD-2018/Issue%20122%20%20%20%202018-06-01.pdf
https://www.google.com/search?q=ARRAS+TAPESTRY&client=firefox-b-ab&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjTjMii37jbAhWQxIMKHewBCfsQsAQIPA&biw=1064&bih=566
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayeux_Tapestry
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/white-house-adviser-kudlow-trump-trudeau-g7-summit-blame-1.4700061
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WHY NAFTA IS NOT AS UNFAIR TO AMERICA
AS TRUMP & CO THINK

For generations Canada and Mexico have had trouble with their
neighbour that separates them from each other.  Since the 1776
American Declaration of Independence and until relatively modern
times there was hostility which became open warfare between
America and what is now Canada: the War of 1812.  Similarly,
there has been hostility, and periodically actual warfare as in the
Mexican-American War 1846-1848.

Then, after almost two centuries of peaceful co-existence,
friction has returned over Trump’s demands regarding the changes
he wants for NAFTA which he considers much too generous to
Canada and Mexico.  This situation  has been aggravated by
Trump’s insulting remarks describing Mexican immigrants to
America thus:- “They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime.
They’re rapists. And some, I assume, are good people.”  He has not
yet insulted Canada in similar terms, although he has said that
terminating NAFTA may be the best solution for America.

For 38 years, since 1980, NAFTA has regulated and improved
trade between Canada, Mexico, and America.  There have been
hitches, but in general the three members behaved with courtesy,
patience, and understanding towards each other, and the benefits
have been immense.  Then along came Donald Trump, equipped
with the power of the reigning President.  If he told the whole truth,
he would prefer to kill the entire NAFTA deal, but there are
sections of his own country who clearly see the benefits accruing
to them, and are not jealous when the other two partners gain a little
benefit.  Such an effect may well be essential in an agreement
involving three countries with such disparate population and
climate: 

 COUNTRY      POPULATION    Approx. Population Ratio

USA   324,459,463 9

Mexico    129,163,276 4

Canada       36,624,199 1

INDUSTRY:  All three countries have well developed tourism
industries, especially USA; also numerous valuable agricultural,
mining, and resource industries.  USA has large and varied
manufacturing industries including sophisticated electronic and
research facilities, which are less extensive in Mexico and Canada. 
USA and Canada both have highly educated work forces, but they
suffer from an aging population too.

From the above information it is clear that America has a
number of advantages over both Canada and Mexico.  Mexico is
disadvantaged as it did not receive the large number of early
immigrants, mostly educated, that America and Canada had  in the
last century.  This enabled the growth of a large, wealthy internal
consumer market which drove innovation and stimulated export
demands for high tech products available for export.

Much of Canada’s and Mexico’s export business is in
unprocessed or minimally processed commodities with low labour
content and therefore minimal value added.  America has been able
to take advantage of their plentiful raw materials and has produced
value-added manufactures cheaply for both home and export
demand.  In practical terms, America has enjoyed conditions very
similar to those enjoyed by Britain in its high days of empire during

the Industrial Revolution of the 18thand 19th Centuries.

Nor is the similarity limited to the above circumstances : it is
also reflected in the fact that America has replaced the imperialism
of Britain, France, and Spain with a Business/Industrial
Imperialism, manifested in the expansion of American commercial
exports by companies such as Walmart, McDonalds, Coca-Cola,
Heinz, Western Union, Master Card, Visa, Marriott, Delta, Trump
hotels, Monsanto, ICI, dozens of mining, pharmaceutical, food
processing, oil, whose tentacles have spread to every continent in
the last century.  Few are the companies which are not at least
partially owned by American interests.  National boundaries
impede  movement of people across borders, and so does Trump,
but money still flows freely. 

It is these conditions that Trump and many of his fellow
Americans choose to disregard.  American influence, business
attitudes and culture have arrived everywhere, and in many
instances the companies return most of their profits to the American
parent company as the irresistible American dollar.  For what other
reason would Donald Trump want to establish his hotels and resorts
in foreign parts but to harvest the profits and bring them home? 
Could it be that the cream has been skimmed off many American
financial ventures at home, but in other countries there are still
great opportunities waiting to be picked like ripe cherries by the
giant multinationals with their bottomless financial resources?

IMPORTANCE OF NAFTA FOR CANADA

Regulation of business is anathema to most Americans, and
especially to Trump.  As an example, dairy farming serves well as
a heavily-regulated business which attracts American disdain. 
Canadian prices are maintained higher than they would be in a free
pricing environment.  Without restrictions the Canadian dairy
industry would not survive, and America, with an excess of milk
production, would dump even more dairy products into Canada,
causing total demise of our home dairy industry.  Dairy production
by Canadians is essential, with controlled price as its insurance.

Dairy production requires price support here partly because of
extra costs due to longer winters and more use of manufactured
feed to supplement natural fodder which is  unavailable in winter. 
American farmers mostly have milder winters keeping costs down.

If we become dependent on American dairy imports, we will be
at the mercy of fluctuations in their markets, caused by shortages or
other problems, Canada would be the first to find supplies reduced. 
Modern Imperialism is the central problem for smaller national
economies for whom NAFTA and similar multilateral
organisations remain the best defence.  Trump’s preference for
bilateral trade negotiations is the greater threat.             — SLH

 

Late Note: The European Union has announced the beginning of
retaliatory measures on Trump’s tariffs by imposing its own tariffs
on Harley-Davidson motorcycles, increasing the cost of those
machines in Europe by some US$2,000, a blow to their market.  

In consequence the Harley-Davidson Company is moving 
production to Europe of its models sold in Europe but currently
built in America.  This will increase employment in Europe at the
expense of Trump’s America.  Other companies in similar
situations may follow with similar measures.  The result of this
action will be interesting.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexico
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_1812
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexican%E2%80%93American_War
http://fortune.com/2018/01/17/donald-trump-terminate-nafta-renegotiation/
http://fortune.com/2018/01/17/donald-trump-terminate-nafta-renegotiation/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/commentisfree/2018/jun/09/milk-canada-us-trade-war
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This cover of Time Magazine
appeared on 2018 June 21.  The
child depicted is not an actor.  She
is weeping because she fears being
forcibly separated from her
mother.  Fortunately it did not
happen to her, nor did she meet
with Trump.  The picture is
actually a composite.

Odds  and  Ends

FORCED MARRIAGES in which the family decides who a
woman should marry have been the common practice from time
immemorial in many countries such as Pakistan and India.  But in
a modern world where freedom of choice is increasingly demanded,
it is no longer acceptable.  This is particularly true now that so
many people have emigrated from where forced marriage was
traditional to nations where it has not existed for centuries.  Yet
young women of immigrant families are still being forced into
marriages they do not want in lands like UK.  

In Birmingham, England, a mother forced her 17-year-old
daughter to travel to Pakistan to marry a man almost twice her age. 
 The mother was fully aware that she was forcing her daughter into
this marriage, and she was found guilty in this first ever conviction
in England.  She was jailed for 4½ years which included one extra
year for a perjury conviction.  Read this account in the Guardian
newspaper.  More than 200 cases of forced marriages also took
place between 2010 and 2012 in Canada according to this report in
the The Star.

The learned and famous Dr Samuel Johnson  (1709 - 1784),
is said to have defined patriotism as “The last refuge of a
scoundrel”.  It would have been interesting to know what 
Johnson might have said about Donald J Trump, especially
if he could have been a fan of the Philadelphia Eagles! 
Johnson was not a man to mince words or to hide his
genuine opinions! 
                            Hooray for the Eagles!

It’s sad that the USA has not yet changed over to SI, the
International System of Weights and Measures, when just about
every other country on earth has “gone Metric”, except Burma
(Myanmar) and Liberia.  Burma is now making the change.

Isn’t the world’s wealthiest and most powerful nation great
enough to throw in the towel and join the rest of us?  Even the land
of my birth, Merrie Olde England, officially changed over about
2009 from miles, yards, feet and inches, gallons and pints, ounces
and pounds.  Americans used to make fun of our complicated
ancient Sterling money system of pounds with 20 shillings, and
shillings with 12 pence.  But the US still uses the Imperial weights
and measures Canada gave up almost 40 years ago, and some
countries as long ago as 1837.

Why?  Do Americans think if they hold out long enough we will
all eventually return to the old Imperial system?

I am reminded of the old lady whose son Bobby had just joined
the army.  She was watching the recruits in a march past.  When she
spotted her son putting down his left foot when the others were all
putting down their right ones, she yelled proudly, “Oh, look!  All
the others are out-of-step except my Bobby!” 

This American intractability is amazing.  Yet the Miss America
Contest has finally given up the bikini!  Are they also using metric,
I wonder?

NOW READ THIS

2018 June 20th — TRUMP HAS SAID HE WILL CHANGE
HIS POLICY OF SEPARATING CHILDREN FROM THEIR
PARENTS AT THE US/MEXICO BORDER.  This is on the
same day that Justin Trudeau said the policy is “wrong”.   Any
persons with an iota of humanity in their bones has been shouting
this opinion from the rooftops for weeks now.  Is it a mere
coincidence that Justin and Trump appear to more or less degree on
the same day?  I hope it is.  I believe Justin should have
condemned it long before today if he really believes that Canada is
a more sympathetic country than the USA, but of course, our
border has not been assaulted by the thousands that America’s
southern border has.  But can we in Canada now offer some
assistance to some of the beleaguered families at the centre of the
issue?  Of course we cannot offer them all asylum, but maybe we
can allow entry here to some of them to enable them and their
families to begin new and safer lives.  Heaven only knows, we can
use an injection of the right kind of people with young families, but
caution must be the order of the day.  Canadians are not doing their
part to offset our rapidly aging population.

Trump actually signed the promised Executive Order at
3:19pm EDT (4:49pm NDT) to stop the family split-ups at the US-
Mexican border.  However many have
said that an EO was not necessary: a
simple phone call to the Attorney
General Jeff Sessions would have
been sufficient.  In any case, the
Immigration Service will now have to
undo all the damage done over the last
few weeks to those families, especially
the children, whose ages range from
babies to teenagers.  This may be the
most difficult task, as no family
records were made.  In addition, its
effect of the EO is not retroactive to
the families already affected; and
Trump’s ‘zero tolerance’ immigration
policy also remains in place
indefinitely.  These are all issues and
perhaps others, that must be resolved
before this shameful policy recedes
into the pages of the history books.

Read THIS for more details

MANY VERY STRANGE THINGS have been discovered during
scientific examination and study of Antarctica.  Evidence of human
presence there in prehistoric times; for example, skeletons of
people with strange long skulls only previously known in Peru and
Africa; a one-hundred-year-old case of Scotch whiskey, but no hint
of how it got there; and life forms existing deep under the ice shelf
in complete darkness and cold.  Some of these fascinating
discoveries are described in this video Top Ten Mysterious Things
found frozen in ice in Antarctica.

CONTINUED  ON  NEXT  PAGE

file:///|//https///www.freedomunited.org/news/mother-jailed-first-ever-conviction-forced-marriage-england/?trk_msg=BT1TOQKI22A4R3FNF34IGN4A68&trk_contact=KAVE2TL4KPLHBUHCVQD2NN0MLG&trk_sid=7AS5UOEJ2MFS5RI6T45AJEV9US&utm_source=Listrak&utm_medium=email&utm_term=Mother+Ja
file:///|//https///www.freedomunited.org/news/mother-jailed-first-ever-conviction-forced-marriage-england/?trk_msg=BT1TOQKI22A4R3FNF34IGN4A68&trk_contact=KAVE2TL4KPLHBUHCVQD2NN0MLG&trk_sid=7AS5UOEJ2MFS5RI6T45AJEV9US&utm_source=Listrak&utm_medium=email&utm_term=Mother+Ja
https://www.thestar.com/news/investigations/2013/09/20/forced_marriages_a_hidden_problem_in_canada.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/investigations/2013/09/20/forced_marriages_a_hidden_problem_in_canada.html
http://mentalfloss.com/article/50160/years-ken-butcher-was-sole-employee-us-metric-program
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/trudeau-trump-children-separated-1.4713984
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qj2rwIVW-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qj2rwIVW-A
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CONTINUED  FROM  PREVIOUS  PAGE

QUESTION: If the USA is “the greatest country on earth” as
Americans so often claim, why is it in such a mess now, after
almost 18 months of “The Great Negotiator” in charge?

ANSWER: It is because “The Great Negotiator” would even be
incapable of negotiating his way out of a wet paper bag.

Americans: Pull your country back together again before all       
                of its past respect is “negotiated” away. 

CONGRATULATIONS  TO  LITTLE  ICELAND  ON
HOLDING  BIG  ARGENTINA  TO  A  DRAW  IN  FIFA

  Argentina pop 44,672,228 Iceland pop 337,670

These are the current populations of the two countries: Iceland has
even fewer people than Newfoundland.  On Saturday June 16 in the
FIFA World Cup Iceland and Argentina played a game against each
other.  Argentina is one of the world’s best teams.  Iceland,
however, only just qualified for the contest, by the skin of their
teeth, and were expected to be slaughtered.  Argentina scored the
first goal, but Iceland followed up quickly, scoring before half-
time.  The game finished in a 1-1 tie.

For every Icelander, there are 132 Argentinians, and if the
names of the Iceland team mean anything, most of them look like
they are native Icelanders.  With that list of names, you think you
could be reading an Icelandic saga from the days of Leif Ericsson. 
Of the 23 names, all end with ‘..son’ or ‘...sson’ except one,
Frederik Schram, whose mother is Icelandic, his father is Danish.

Congratulations to the team and their supporters on their fine
showing against Argentina ending in a tie.  The Iceland goal keeper
saved the game more than once by his skilful stopping of a number
of difficult shots including a penalty kick taken only a few yards
from the goalmouth.

It will be a hard challenge for the Icelanders in their future
FIFA football matches, but ... All the best, gentlemen!

Manitoba MLA Len Isleifson is related to 22 of the 23 players on
Iceland's national soccer team

IMMIGRANTS TO USA

Representative Jackie Speier (Democratic) of
California has been very active in trying to look
after the interests of immigrants trying to enter
USA, and their children who have been
separated from them.  

As of 2018 June 26, Tuesday, Ms Speier
reported, after visiting a holding centre for
women would-be immigrants near the Mexican
border, that she spoke with women who were shackled like
common criminals.  Very few of them had been able to contact
their children or had even been informed as to where they were
being held.  Other people who have been permitted near the
holding places report similar situations of children being held in
cages and sleeping on concrete floors under mylar blankets.  One

is reminded of the inhumane treatment accorded by many dictators
to those who do not fit into their plans.

Due to his treatment of some 2,000 children of immigrants,
Trump has lost the support of many Americans, now at 41%.
Nationwide, but in the 80% range from his own Republican Party
and particularly his base supporters who seem to be prepared to
tolerate any enormity he creates.

Meanwhile, support for Americans around the world in general
is declining steeply due to both his treatment of immigrants and his
tariffs that are affecting more countries.  As the tariffs bite deeper
and countries like Canada begin to retaliate with their own tariffs, 

his international popularity is likely to decline further.

However Trump’s opposition is also open to criticism over
incidents like demands that White House staff members be asked
to leave restaurants.  This kind of action is not appropriate. 

US SUPREME COURT RULES

TRUMP’S TRAVEL BAN CONSTITUTIONAL 

On Tuesday 2018 June 26 the 9-member Supreme Court of the
USA ruled by 5 votes to 4 that this newest version of the
controversial Travel Ban is constitutional and falls “squarely”
within the president’s authority.

Two earlier versions of the ban had specifically mentioned Muslim
countries, but the approved version mentioned only certain
countries (Iran, Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Syria, Venezuela,
and Yemen) with no mention of religion.  

Stated Chief Justice John Roberts:

“The [order] is expressly premised on legitimate purposes:
preventing entry of nationals who cannot be adequately
vetted and inducing other nations to improve their
practices.  The text says nothing about religion.”  

For further details, review this CNBC report :– 

Supreme Court rules that Trump's travel ban is constitutional

HAPPY

CANADA

DAY

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederik_Schram
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/manitoba-mla-iceland-soccer-world-cup-1.4703418
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/manitoba-mla-iceland-soccer-world-cup-1.4703418
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jackie_Speier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jackie_Speier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jackie_Speier
http://time.com/5320482/sarah-huckabee-sanders-virginia-restaurant/
http://time.com/5320482/sarah-huckabee-sanders-virginia-restaurant/
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/26/supreme-court-rules-in-trump-muslim-travel-ban-case.html

